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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

People with intellectual and developmental disabilities (IDDs) in Massachusetts face abuse and neglect, human rights violations, and a lack of community integration at rates that are not compatible with our self-image as a national leader in disability supports and inclusivity. The causes and solutions are complex and multi-faceted. Managing the experience of having a significant disability may include the need for long term services and supports, medical care, and assistance in overcoming communication barriers and mobility challenges. While addressing those issues, individuals with IDDs, like all people, also seek:

- meaningful paid or volunteer work;
- fulfilling day activities;
- social and recreational opportunities;
- connections to their community; and
- close family and personal relationships.

On top of this, people with disabilities face an array of barriers that prevent their full, meaningful safe integration into society. For example, rather than adopt principles of universal design, we construct physical barriers in the “built environment” that make it difficult for wheelchair users to navigate their communities.¹ People who use American Sign Language (ASL), people who are neurodiverse, those who are non-verbal, and individuals with mental health or behavioral challenges are regularly denied accommodations. Our cultural norms propagate ableism, stigma, and discrimination, which replicate bias within the minds of people who previously had no preconceived notion of disability and lead to segregation and a risk of institutionalization for people with disabilities.

The state of our direct support professional (DSP) workforce is a major additional barrier, and the topic of this report. Without reliable, compassionate, trained, and supervised DSPs, many people with IDDs are at risk of abuse and neglect and are unable to live integrated lives in their communities. But right now, our IDD DSP workforce is almost invariably underpaid, and often inadequately trained and supervised.

As social science researcher Carli Friedman has written, DSP’s responsibilities are as demanding and varied as

aiding people with activities of daily living...promoting physical and emotional well-being...and assistance with health and safety, relationships, networking, communication, personal care, transportation, advocacy, financial duties, community living, crisis prevention, household

¹ By contrast, universal design is the design and composition of an environment so that it can be accessed, understood, and used to the greatest extent possible regardless of age, disability, or other factors. What is Universal Design, National Disability Authority (2020), available at https://universaldesign.ie/What-is-Universal-Design/.
tasks, education on self-care skills, promoting self-determination and managing finances.²

In the past, DSPs were seen as caregivers who did things for people with IDDs. Now, DSPs focus on helping people learn how to do things for themselves, to gain independence in their lives.³ It can be difficult, demanding work. Today, DSPs “perform some of the functions of clinicians, service coordinators, administrators, managers, maintenance, and clerical personnel.”⁴ DSPs are expected to be the jack-of-all-trades in supporting people with IDDs, without their employers, the providers, affording them the necessary training or compensation.

Not surprisingly, we simply can no longer fill these positions at current wage levels, especially after the COVID-19 pandemic.⁵ Even before the pandemic, our current workforce crisis prevented providers from hiring enough adequately trained staff able to cover all the functions necessary to be a successful DSP. This puts DSP positions in community residences in a constant state of turnover, which directly impacts the ability of people with IDDs to participate actively in their communities and gain independence.

As discussed in this report, Massachusetts has fallen short in providing robust funding, training, oversight and accountability for DSPs, thereby undermining the fundamental goals of IDD services: a safe living environment free from abuse and neglect, integrated employment and social and recreational opportunities, independence, education, and human development. Too often, DLC has seen the lack of training, oversight, and support of DSPs result in subjecting people with disabilities to violations of human rights or abuse and neglect.⁶ Throughout this report, we will highlight real examples from DLC’s abuse and neglect investigations and monitoring activities that illustrate how shocking incidents result when the workforce receives inadequate training, support, and supervision.

³ What is a Direct Support Professional and how are they different from Caregivers?, Regional Centers for Workforce Transformation (2017), available at https://www.workforcetransformation.org/dsps-different-from-caregivers/.
⁴ Id.
⁵ Massachusetts State Senator Cindy F. Friedman recently testified that, “[a]larming statistics from a recent survey done by the Association of Developmental Disability Providers that looked at day services providers showed that nearly one-third of day habilitation providers said that they have a staff vacancy rate of over 40 percent, and more than 80 percent of the same respondents said they're maintaining a program waitlist due to the inability to hire staff. Without a solution to this workforce crisis, an increasing number of jobs will go unfulfilled, leading to a deterioration in the quality of services delivered to Massachusetts' most vulnerable residents. And in fact, not only will the quality of the services deteriorate, they will not be available.”
⁶ This report is primarily intended to discuss direct support professionals serving individuals with intellectual and developmental disabilities, largely in private provider-run residential and day programs administered by DDS or MassHealth. This is not intended to address personal care attendants, home health care workers, or state employees, who are also sometimes called DSPs, or employees of residential or day programs serving other communities.
In addition, while there are other barriers to inclusion (such as inaccessible and unaffordable housing, the lack of universal design, and societal bias), the lack of an adequate DSP workforce and Department of Developmental Services (DDS) oversight has led to segregated living conditions. Individuals with IDDs may live in “community” residences that are not, in fact, of or part of the community. When DSPs are unable to help people with IDDs access their communities, these residences begin to take on some attributes of the antiquated institutions they were designed to replace, such as isolation, segregation, confinement, and a lack of person-centered planning, individual choice, and personal decision-making. A well-trained and supported DSP workforce is key to full and safe community integration for individuals with IDD living in state and provider-run community residences.

If we address the DSP workforce crisis through adequate support, training, and oversight, people with disabilities will experience less abuse and neglect and more opportunities for community inclusion and independence. This report makes seven recommendations for future action, including calling upon the Executive Office of Health and Human Services (EOHHS) to increase pay for DSPs to incentivize new employees to enter and remain in the field, and to create stronger mechanisms for training and overseeing DSPs, in order to ensure they are serving the disability community to the best of their ability.

Section I: BACKGROUND

Protection & Advocacy Authority

As the Massachusetts Protection and Advocacy System (P&A), the Disability Law Center (DLC) has a fundamental and unavoidable interest in workforce issues in the IDD community. Any discussion of abuse and neglect, human rights, or the impact on the ability of people with disabilities to participate in the community ultimately seems to return to this constant, intractable problem.

Across the country, P&As work at the state level to protect the personal and civil rights of people with disabilities by empowering them and advocating on their behalf. DLC also investigates instances of abuse and neglect against persons with disabilities. Under the Protection and Advocacy for Individuals with Intellectual and Developmental Disabilities (PAIDD) statute, DLC is authorized “to investigate incidents of abuse and

---

7 While this report focuses on staffing in programs run by private providers, similar issues may arise in state operated programs, even if those programs offer greater salaries and benefits. Most recently, an employee in the crisis stabilization unit at Hogan Developmental Center was charged with assault after he allegedly pushed a disabled resident, who later died, into a cement wall. Mike Beaudet, Worker at Massachusetts care facility charged with seriously injuring disabled resident who died, Newscast NewsCenter 5 at Noon (Oct. 25, 2021), available at https://www.wcvb.com/article/massachusetts-worker-charged-with-seriously-injuring-disabled-resident/38058713.

neglect of individuals with developmental disabilities if the incidents are reported . . . or if there is probable cause to believe that the incidents occurred.9 Similarly, DLC is equivalently authorized under the Protection and Advocacy for Individuals with Mental Illness (PAIMI) statute for individuals with mental illness.10

The PAIDD and PAIMI regulations define the terms “neglect” and “abuse” in almost the identical language. The PAIDD regulations define “abuse” as:

any act or failure to act which was performed, or which was failed to be performed, knowingly, recklessly, or intentionally, and which caused, or may have caused, injury or death to an individual with developmental disabilities, and includes but is not limited to such acts as: Verbal, nonverbal, mental and emotional harassment; rape or sexual assault; striking; the use of excessive force when placing such an individual in bodily restraints; the use of bodily or chemical restraints which is not in compliance with Federal and State laws and regulations, or any other practice which is likely to cause immediate physical or psychological harm or result in long term harm if such practices continue.11

The PAIDD regulations define “neglect” as:

a negligent act or omission by an individual responsible for providing services, supports or other assistance which caused or may have caused injury or death to an individual with a developmental disability(ies) or which placed an individual with developmental disability(ies) at risk of injury or death, and includes acts or omissions such as failure to: establish or carry out an appropriate individual program plan or treatment plan (including a discharge plan); provide adequate nutrition, clothing, or health care to an individual with developmental disabilities; or provide a safe environment which also includes failure to maintain adequate numbers of trained staff or failure to take appropriate steps to prevent self–abuse, harassment, or assault by a peer.12

DLC also recognizes that its mandate involves protecting the human rights of people with disabilities. These human rights include, but are not limited to, independence, self-determination, and community integration.13

---

10 42 U.S.C. § 10805(a)(1)(A). DLC has identical authority under the PAIR statute for individuals who do not fall within the PADD and PAIMII statutes. See 29 U.S.C. § 794(f)(2) (stating that P&As have the same investigative authority for people who meet the definition set forth in 29 U.S.C. § 794(a)(1)(b) as the P&A has for people with developmental disabilities).
11 45 C.F.R. § 1326.19. The equivalent definition of “abuse” in the PAIMI regulations is found at 42 C.F.R. § 51.2.
12 45 C.F.R. § 1326.19. The equivalent definition of “neglect” under PAIMI is found at 42 C.F.R. § 51.2.
13 See, e.g., 42 U.S.C. § 15001(a)(1) (PADD: “disability is a natural part of the human experience that does not diminish the right of individuals with developmental disabilities to live independently, or exert control and choice over their own lives, and to fully participate in and contribute to their communities through full integration and inclusion in the economic, political, social, cultural, and educational mainstream of United States society . . . ”); 42 U.S.C. § 15009(a)(2) (PADD: least restrictive environment).
Through DLC’s abuse and neglect investigations, DLC has found that hiring, turnover rates, and the lack of oversight of direct support staff in group homes is frequently a root cause of abuse and neglect. As such, DLC has a vested interest in addressing the workforce crisis, the resulting human rights violations, and the extensive lack of meaningful community engagement for people with disabilities. And, since the COVID-19 outbreak, our concerns have only intensified.

**Disability Community Integration Policy in the United States**

Disability advocates have long focused on expanding community integration for people with disabilities while also eliminating segregated settings. Over almost 50 years, there have been multiple laws passed with important language on community integration for people with disabilities. In 1973, Congress enacted **Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973**, a civil rights law that prohibited discrimination based on a disability in employment by federal agencies. In the Rehabilitation Act (as amended), Congress found that disability “in no way diminishes the right of individuals to: (a) live independently, (b) enjoy self-determination, (c) make choices, (d) contribute to society, (e) pursue meaningful careers, and (f) enjoy full inclusion and integration in the economic, political, social, cultural and educational mainstream of American Society.” This illustrates that Congress was focused on the importance of community integration and human rights for people with disabilities. Then, in 1990, Congress passed the **Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA)**, which, among other things, mandated community integration as a default for persons with disabilities. With the passing of the ADA, Congress acknowledged that “society has tended to isolate and segregate individuals with disabilities and . . . such forms of discrimination against individuals with disabilities continue to be a serious and pervasive social problem.” The Supreme Court of the United States enforced the community integration mandate of the ADA in *Olmstead v. L.C.*, 527 U.S. 581 (1999), which requires states to eliminate unnecessary segregation of individuals with disabilities to ensure people with disabilities receive services in the most appropriate integrated settings.

Continuing to address the lack of community inclusion for people with disabilities in society, Congress passed the **Developmental Disabilities Assistance and Bill of Rights Act of 2000 (DD Act)**. The purpose of the DD Act was to “assure that individuals with developmental disabilities and their families participate in the design of and have access to needed community services, individualized supports, and other forms of assistance that promote self-determination, independence, productivity, and integration and inclusion in all facets of community life . . ..”

---

19 42 U.S.C. § 15001(b).
Additionally, the progression of **Home and Community-Based Services (HCBS)** waivers have aided in a societal shift away from segregated settings toward community integration for people with disabilities. First available in 1983, HCBS waivers are optional waivers of Medicaid rules governing institutional care, allowing recipients to receive services in their home and community rather than in an institutional or segregated setting.\(^20\) In 2005, HCBS waivers became a formal Medicaid State plan option.\(^21\)

Then, in 2014, the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) implemented **the HCBS Settings Rule**, which required every state to ensure that services provided to people with disabilities met the minimum standards of integration, access to community life, choice, and autonomy.\(^22\) The need for the HCBS Settings Rule was succinctly summarized by the ACLU:

> The HCBS Settings Rule was put in place because of concerns that many states and providers were using federal dollars dedicated to community-based supports to pay for disability services that were still institutional in nature. Too many of the so-called “community” options were exercising the same control and isolation over individuals as larger institutions. By articulating a set of minimum requirements for HCBS funding, the Setting Rule ensures that federal funds are used for their intended purpose and that individuals with disabilities have an opportunity to enjoy the autonomy and freedom associated with community life.\(^23\)

For settings to receive HCBS funding, they must: be integrated in the greater community; support the individual’s full access to that community; be chosen by the individual; ensure the rights to privacy, dignity, respect, and freedom from coercion and restraint; optimize individual autonomy; and facilitate individual choice.\(^24\) States were given until 2017 to come into compliance with these new setting requirements. However, in 2017, the compliance deadline was extended to March 17, 2022. Unfortunately, due to the COVID-19 pandemic, CMS has extended the deadline for state compliance once again to March 17, 2023.\(^25\) The HCBS Settings Rule is an essential part of expanding community integration for people with disabilities.

---


\(^21\) Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services, *supra*.


\(^24\) *Id*.

Taken together, these laws and regulations represent our societal impetus for community integration for people with disabilities. Unfortunately, these laws and regulations can only do so much. Due to systemic barriers and years of segregated settings, people with disabilities need supports to integrate into the community fully and seamlessly, which requires a competent, well-trained, and supervised workforce with accountability to government funding agencies.

People with disabilities are often told where to be, how to act, what to feel and what to think. Their desires to live fully independent lives are thwarted by the supports needed to accommodate their disabilities. These supports, however, should not negate personal autonomy to live one’s life. We often see people with disabilities in group home settings being told how to live, when all they really need is support to live as they choose. Having a disability does not remove one’s ability to envision the life one wishes to live. It is important that DSPs understand this and act as supportive figures instead of as a controlling caregiver to people with disabilities.

Presently, community integration has yet to become a reality. The problem, as noted by the Harvard Political Review, is attributed to structural, attitudinal, and financial barriers, but that is not all. The reality of community integration will never be complete without a sustainable, competent, supported, and supervised workforce. The workforce will be the catalyst for the success or failure of community integration. We need to simultaneously support and oversee the workforce and promote community integration for people with disabilities.

Section II: THE DIRECT SUPPORT WORKFORCE

Overview of Direct Support Professional Workforce Issues

The DSP workforce has been in crisis since before the COVID-19 pandemic; however, the pandemic exacerbated the problems. During the COVID-19 pandemic, DSPs have been featured in a plethora of articles for their frontline work and the issues they faced day in and day out. Again, however, these issues are not new. According to the American Network of Community Options and Resources (ANCOR), which represents disability service providers across the nation, “[e]ven before the pandemic, providers were struggling to maintain or expand services and keep up standards, but since COVID-19 emerged, circumstances have worsened by nearly every metric.” In 2017, the President’s Committee for People with Intellectual Disabilities (PCPID), released a report titled America’s Direct Support Workforce Crisis: Effects on People with Intellectual Disabilities, Families, Communities, and the U.S. Economy, on the current

27 Id.
direct care workforce crisis and highlighted the following factors as contributing to “the untenable crisis”:

- high staff turnover;
- growing demand for services due to the growth and aging of the U.S. population in general;
- increased survival rates for people with intellectual disabilities;
- demographic shifts resulting in fewer people moving into the DSP workforce;
- persistently non-competitive aspects of direct support employment, including low wages, poor access to health insurance, and a lack of paid time off and other benefits;
- high stress and demands of direct support employment, including round-the-clock, seven-days-a-week work;
- insufficient training and preparation for DSP roles; and
- lack of professional recognition and status for skilled DSPs.\(^{29}\)

Additionally, Congress has found that “as increasing numbers of individuals with developmental disabilities are living, learning, working, and participating in all aspects of community life, there is an increasing need for a well-trained workforce...to provide the services, supports and other forms of assistance required to enable the individuals to carry out those activities.”\(^{30}\) As will be discussed further below, DSPs working with people with disabilities are required to do more than just the traditional caregiving activities because individuals with disabilities depend on DSPs for accessing their communities as well.

**Data on the Massachusetts Direct Support Workforce**

In 2009, the DSP workforce was in the top fifteen fastest-growing occupations in Massachusetts, while simultaneously being among the state’s lower-paying jobs.\(^{31}\) Direct care worker positions are expected to grow 16% from 2018 to 2028, with as many as 171,500 total openings.\(^{32}\) As of 2020, state-wide data shows that

---


Massachusetts direct care workers totaled 149,900 people. Approximately 58% of these DSPs are employed in home and community-based settings.

There is a lack of adequate national and state data with specific information on DSPs who work solely with people with IDDs. Instead, the Bureau of Labor Statistics Standard Occupational Classification system classifies the direct care workforce as being comprised of personal care aides, home health aides, and nursing assistants. This makes it more difficult to analyze trends in the IDD workforce and ought to be addressed by both state and federal government funding agencies.

The Executive Office of Health and Human Services (EOHHS) of Massachusetts sets rates and model budgets for provider agencies every two years under Chapter 257 of the Acts of 2008. These budgets include various rates for DSPs’ pay, which are dependent on the model of the program. In 2018, the average rate of pay for DSPs was $13.08. In 2020, the average rate was increased to $14.25, which is a $1.17 increase. It is important to note that this is just the average rate, so some DSPs are paid higher and lower than this amount.

These rates are extremely low relative to current wages in the labor market. Therefore, many providers and advocates have fought for EOHHS to significantly increase the pay rate for DSPs. For example, the Provider’s Council has continuously advocated for EOHHS to utilize the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) data for Community and Social Service Occupations median salaries, which was $44,950 in 2018. However, since EOHHS sets rates for two years in the future and the BLS data is two years behind, a 4-year lag in rates, the Provider’s Council has requested that EOHHS pay based on the 75th percentile of the category. In 2018, the 75th percentile rate was $60,390.

Another issue with Chapter 257 is the lack of accountability measures. Service Employees International Union (SEIU) Local 509 has long advocated for accountability mechanisms in Chapter 257 to ensure the money goes directly to DSPs. SEIU has

34 Paraprofessional Healthcare Institute, supra.
38 Id. DLC acknowledges that Community and Social Service Occupations don’t just encapsulate DSPs in the BLS data. However, it is important for EOHHS to have a benchmark rate to use in comparing IDD DSP salaries.
39 Id.
40 Id.
identified agencies that it believes have not given the rate increases to their employees in the proportions intended.\textsuperscript{41} For instance, when one agency’s state funding rose 15% over a three-year span, during that time, the CEO’s salary increased 29% and the administrative staff expenses increased 31%.\textsuperscript{42} The DSP rates, however, remained stagnant for years before finally increasing 10%.\textsuperscript{43} In the past, EOHHS has taken a hands-off approach to accountability by only setting rates, not salaries, and assuming agencies use the rates appropriately. Disability justice advocates believe that EOHHS should hold agencies accountable to ensure that any rate increases do trickle down to the DSPs, as intended.

The issue of wages for DSPs must be handled in the Governor’s next budget. The economy and cost of living have moved well beyond the prior rate increases. Today, providers are desperate to fill empty shifts and, as such, are competing for workers against the human services industry and other industries that are paying higher wages. Additionally, the next Chapter 257 rate increase will happen in 2022.

\textbf{Abuse and Neglect Related to the Direct Support Workforce}

The consequences for inadequate staffing extend beyond community integration and can be serious, and even life-threatening to the individual. The literature establishes the nexus between DSP wages and turnover, and a range of quality-of-life outcomes for people with intellectual and developmental disabilities. For example, a study by one leading researcher concluded that, \textit{regardless of the level of an individual’s support needs}, DSP staff turnover is associated with more emergency room visits, more abuse and neglect, and more injuries compared to similarly situated individuals who were not exposed to DSP staff turnover.

Through our P&A monitoring and investigation of abuse and neglect work, DLC has also identified that the workforce staffing issues are responsible for a greater frequency of incidents of abuse and neglect and human rights violations. Inadequate or inattentive staff often leads to neglect, and then to injury of residents. Poor ratios of experienced staff lead to staff burnout turnover or worse yet, to restraints, injuries, and trauma. Here, once again, providers can minimize these risks through providing staff training emphasizing respect for personal autonomy and human rights, trauma-informed care, identification of antecedent behaviors, techniques for de-escalating conflict through modeling and role-playing conflict, and even practice of self-care and mindfulness. But in the end, the most critical variable is finding enough staff members who are suited for this demanding and difficult work, who are adequately compensated and supervised.\textsuperscript{44}

\textsuperscript{41}Dan Hoffer, \textit{Testimony on the Proposed Rates for Adult Long-Term Residential Services}, SEIU Local 509 (Mar. 13, 2020) (on file with the author).
\textsuperscript{42}Id.
\textsuperscript{43}Id. Providers reply that increases in the cost of medical insurance absorb resources that could otherwise be directed to hourly wages.
\textsuperscript{44}In this report we have highlighted specific illustrations of abuse and neglect related to staffing that we have encountered as the Protection and Advocacy system for the Commonwealth. In doing so, we do not intend to paint
Community Integration Impacted by the Direct Support Professional Workforce

It is crucial that DSPs, provider agencies, and state agencies acknowledge how important it is for DSPs to be trained in not only traditional caregiving but also on person-centered planning in supporting an individual in their social, emotional, vocational, and recreational life. Community integration “requires the inclusion of opportunities for people receiving HCBS to spend time with others who don’t have disabilities and to use community services and participate in activities (e.g., shopping, banking, dining, transportation, sports, fitness, recreation, and church) in their communities to the same degree of access, meaning in the same way, that people who don’t have disabilities do.”

Unfortunately, DLC has observed that most DSPs, especially those in group homes, do not prioritize, or are not able to prioritize, effective community integration programming. For example, we have seen DSPs take group home residents on walks in the park or on a drive in the car and consider those activities as community integration. Simple physical presence in the community does not constitute community-based programming. Group homes often hold large group outings instead of tailoring the activity to individual residents. This means, if the person with a disability does not like the scheduled activity, then they may not have a community-based activity that day or week.

all DSPs or provider agencies with a broad brush. There are extraordinary numbers of DSPs who handle difficult and demanding work with care and compassion each day, working under the supervision of well-run agencies. Our larger point, instead, is that the failure of wages to maintain pace with the economy has led to structural forces which endanger the safety, quality of services and civil rights of people with disabilities and their family members, which threaten to strain or break the finances of provider agencies, and which create stressful and unfair working conditions for those DSPs who ought to be encouraged to remain in this important profession.

Group homes overutilize group outings, which are detrimental to people with disabilities by infringing on their right of choice. No one wants constant activities planned for them without direct input. Yet, we have seen group homes consider chores such as van rides as community integration for people with disabilities. Community integration refers to assimilating into a community through outside relationships, community activities, and employment, among others. It is a form of neglect to subject persons with disabilities to unnecessary segregation where they become disenfranchised and isolated, especially while representing to DDS, families, and other interested parties that residents are participating in community-based programs.

The reasons why DSPs do not adequately foster community integration are varied; passive caretaking may have different causes in different workplace settings. For example, there may be a mismatch between the personality, skills and interests of the DSP and the role the position has now evolved to. DSPs working in IDD day and residential settings require significant skills, like independent problem-solving and decision-making. The role of a DSP is complex. As one public report stated:

[T]hey are often isolated and do not have co-workers, supervisors or clinical professionals (e.g., nurses or medical personnel, social workers, occupational therapists, physical therapists) on site to turn to for assistance or guidance. As the shift from congregate care to home- and family-based services continues, DSPs will take ever-greater responsibility and accountability. 46

Another frequent scenario involves DSPs who lack training about how to assist individuals with IDD in fostering experiences and relationships in the community. Essentially, DSPs are expected to be the jack of all trades, commonly without the specialized training to make them so. DSPs may also reside a considerable distance away and may be unfamiliar with the communities in which the individual lives and works. Some providers have provided training in “community mapping,” but these efforts are often uneven and incomplete. DSPs, many of whom have immigrated to the U.S. from other countries workers, may also face discrimination in the surrounding community, or may be working to overcome their own linguistic or cultural barriers. 47

Finally, the DSP may understand the expectations of their expanded role and be adequately trained but may simply be unable to execute their obligations to promote active community engagement, despite their best efforts. The staff ratios in the residential setting, determined by the provider agency, may be too thin, without adequately considering a behavioral challenge or a medical need of another resident, the experience levels and recent turnover of other staff, or challenges in arranging for

46 President’s Committee for People with Intellectual Disabilities, supra, at 15.
47 The composition and demographics of the current DSP workforce are not adequately covered in this report. DLC is aware of the complexity of this issue, but believe it is outside the scope of this report, which focuses more directly on individuals with IDDs.
medication or accessible transportation. This ultimately leads to falling back upon sedentary and isolated residential life as a strategy for coping with understaffing.

Passive caretaking causes setbacks in achieving the mission of DDS, the federal government, the disability community, and advocacy groups. To shift from sedentary caregiving to providing opportunities for meaningful community integration including work, volunteer opportunities, social and recreational opportunities, and friendships and relationships in the community, we need more staff, who are better supervised, with better training. If we don’t have DSPs, or enough DSPs, who fully understand what community integration means, we end up with day and residential services that take on the attributes of the institutions they were meant to replace.

Analysis of the Direct Support Professional Workforce Issues

Scheduling Challenges

DSPs experience unpredictable schedules which result in working irregular hours or additional part-time job(s) to make ends meet. According to a study conducted by the Home Care Aide Council, both employers and home care aides reported schedule and hours of work as major problems.48 The study found that agencies reported major challenges in finding workers to fill shifts, while workers reported dissatisfaction with unpredictable schedules and short shifts that led to additional travel time.49 After COVID-19, 34% of DSPs report working more hours.50 Of those who reported an increase in hours, 29% indicated that they worked an additional one to fifteen hours, while 15% indicated they worked more than thirty additional hours.51

The unpredictable and irregular hours for DSPs lead to more workplace stress and more turnover, vacancies, and unfilled shifts. Turnover begets more turnover. In response, agencies are forced to rely on temporary/per diem shift workers who do not know the people with disabilities or the unique atmosphere of the program they are filling in for. We have seen far too many DSPs who are working two or three jobs, usually with different employers. Additionally, for group homes, it is far too common for house managers to be assigned to 9-5 weekday shifts, largely hours when people served are not in the home, leaving no managers in the home when people with disabilities are there. If a manager was present during hours that the people served

49 Fogg et al., supra; Gleason (2018), supra.
51 Id.
A group home resident, who is nonverbal and autistic and has no safety awareness skills, left his group home unnoticed during the day and was later picked up by police. The resident was found on a busy road near large woods after an undetermined amount of time alone. This resident had a well-documented history of being a flight-risk, but DSPs claimed to have no knowledge of this. On the day of the incident, the group home was scheduled to have three DSPs for four residents; only two staff were on site. Because one resident in the home required one-to-one supervision, only one DSP had to oversee the other three residents. Here, the resident was neglected and put at risk for serious physical and emotional harm.

When DSPs are overworked and fatigued, it may compromise their ability to manage their responsibilities effectively and safely. This is even more so as DSPs move from solely caretaking into a role that includes community integration and the development of supports and relationships.

**Direct Support Professionals’ Benefits**

The benefits available to DSPs are also very limited. According to The Arc of Massachusetts, typical benefits for the human service workforce are health care, dental care, and group life insurance.\(^{52}\) 48.4% of DSPs are on MassHealth.\(^{53}\) Additionally, 54% of DSPs report being on at least one public benefit, and 31% of them admit to decreasing their hours to remain eligible for them.\(^{54}\) Estimates show that employer costs for employee compensation, wages and salaries accounted for about 70% of total compensation of private industry workers with the remaining consisting of non-wage benefits such as health insurance, retirement contributions (defined benefit and defined contribution), paid leave and supplemental pay, and other legally required benefits.\(^{55}\) During COVID-19, 42% of DSPs reported knowing someone who had left their job due to the pandemic.\(^{56}\) Of those, 25% left their job due to childcare issues.\(^{57}\)

---


\(^{53}\) *Id.* at 40. The data is derived from a study of home care aides; however, this data is likely similar to what is happening with DSPs who specifically work with individuals with intellectual and developmental disabilities.


\(^{55}\) Fogg et al., *supra*, at 32.

\(^{56}\) Inst. Cmty. Integration and Nat’l All. of Direct Support Prof’ls, *supra*.

\(^{57}\) *Id.*
According to SEIU 509, although most agencies offer healthcare, most DSPs end up opting out of the health insurance because they cannot afford the premium. Specifically, only 5.0% of DSPs reported having private insurance through the agency.\footnote{Gleason (Feb. 2018), supra, at 40.} In some cases, the DSP would have to spend up to 18-20% of their salary for their healthcare under provider insurance options.\footnote{Interview with Kerstin Lindgren, Strategic Organizing Researcher, SEIU Local 509 (Sept. 23, 2021) (on file with the author).} Additionally, SEIU disclosed that one of their provider agencies reported 146 (70%) out of 211 eligible members are not enrolled in the employer-sponsored health plan. Another agency had staff who opted into their employer-sponsored health plan, but those employees had to pay 20% of their paycheck for the insurance. The lack of employer required coverage places a greater burden on the public sector, including MassHealth. Most DSPs who don’t qualify for MassHealth would qualify for a low-cost Massachusetts Health Connector plan. It is important to note, according to SEIU and The Arc, EOHHS has a benchmark of around 22% for tax and fringe benefits. Both agencies agree that this is not adequate and should be higher; The Arc has specifically advocated for the tax and fringe benchmark to be 30%. Unfortunately, no matter what the current benefits are, they are not valuable to most DSPs and certainly do not offset the low wages, high turnover rates, scheduling challenges, and other issues.

**Low Wages**

themselves, and across the health care sector, but also in adjacent areas of the service sector, where work may be considerably less demanding.

Compared to other professions that serve and support people with disabilities, DSPs are paid significantly less. Special education teachers in Massachusetts, for example, make an average of $77,470 in elementary school settings, $79,090 in middle school settings, and $79,510 in high school settings. So, while Massachusetts invests in the education of students with disabilities, they have significantly neglected those same individuals when they enter adulthood. It is important that Massachusetts provides well-trained support staff to people with disabilities in all phases of life, not just childhood and adolescence.

COVID-19 had minimal impact on raising DSP wages. According to a national survey, DSP workers were slow to be recognized as essential workers. Of those that participated in the survey, only 24% received extra pay due to COVID-19 risks, with 45% of them receiving an hourly wage increase between $1.01 and $2.00. In Massachusetts, we are aware of agencies utilizing sign-on bonuses to entice workers to apply for their organization, but these amounts vary from agency to agency. Some of these bonuses are only for specific positions or shifts. One agency was offering a $400 sign-on bonus for their second shift workers and a $600 sign-on bonus for their third shift workers.

According to SEIU 509, the current wage rates do not consider what an actual living wage is in Massachusetts. For example, the median hourly wage is $16.29 for DSPs; however, according to EPI’s Family Budget Calculator, an adult with one dependent living in Bristol County would need to earn $29.74 an hour to meet their basic needs. As for Western Massachusetts, the current rates for DSPs are almost half of what is required for a living wage. Plus, living wages are higher the closer someone lives to Boston. The wage rate to support the cost of living in Massachusetts for one parent and one child is $36.88 an hour.

---

65 May 2020 State Occupational Employment and Wage Estimates-Massachusetts, U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics (May 2020), available at http://www.bls.gov/oes/2020/may/oes_ma.htm#25-0000. Transitioning from educational services to adult services can be extremely overwhelming to people with disabilities and their families. Turning 22 is a major life change and is stressful because people are often “faced with the reality that there is a lack of flexible, individualized support service options available and funding from MA Department of Developmental Disabilities, MA Rehabilitation Commission, MA Department of Public Health and other disability agencies is limited or unavailable.” Turning 22: Transitions & Adult Service Options, Cooperative for Human Services Inc. (2021), available at https://cooperativeforhs.org/turning-22/.


67 Inst. Cmty. Integration and Nat’l All. of Direct Support Prof’ls, supra.

Massachusetts is one of the most expensive states to live in the United States with the average cost of a home at $663,942, which is almost three times higher than the national average. The median rent for a two-bedroom apartment in the United States is $1,650 per month. In Massachusetts, the median rent for a two-bedroom apartment is $2,500, which is 51.5% higher than the U.S. average.

Finally, neither the current minimum wage ($13.50) nor the median hourly wage for DSPs comes close to the amount necessary to cover comfortably housing costs in Massachusetts without financial strain. According to the annual housing affordability study *Out of Reach*, the “state housing wage” (the amount necessary across a 40-hour work week, 52 weeks a year, to pay for rent and utilities in a two-bedroom apartment, without paying more than 30% of income for housing costs) is $36.24/hr. Of course, in the Boston area that figure is substantially higher.

**High Staff Turnover Rates**

Years of low wages, poor benefits, and a lack of career advancements has led to a high turnover rate for DSPs working in IDD day and residential services. This heavily impacts the care of people with disabilities who often have individualized and complex needs. DSPs are most effective if they can utilize a person-centered approach to care but learning the individual needs of the people with whom they are working takes time. Because of the constant turnover, the person with a disability is in a constant state of transition, leading to stress from adjusting to these new circumstances. In addition, staff turnover can slow the individual’s progress in mastering activities of daily living and acquiring and retaining a volunteer job or competitive employment. With long-term exposure to a person with disabilities’ personal characteristics and needs, DSPs would better serve the disability community by improving the quality of life of those served through a supportive and engaged staff.

The turnover rates within the DSP workforce are high. Seventy-eight agencies in Massachusetts reported an average turnover rate of 35.2%. Additionally, they reported their employee tenure rates as of December 2018 were roughly as follows: 13% of employees had been employed for less than six months; 13% had been employed by that agency between six and twelve months; 17% had been employed between one and two years; 13% had been employed between two and three years; and 44% had worked for more than three years. After the start of the COVID-

---


71 *Id.*


74 *Id.* at 21.
19 pandemic, 34% of workers who left the DSP workforce feared becoming infected, 25% had childcare issues, 13% feared infecting others, and 9% left after testing positive for COVID-19.\textsuperscript{75}

The Home Health Aide Council (HHAC) surveyed DSPs in Massachusetts to evaluate the turnover rates in DSP positions. A sample out of more than 650 DSPs in Massachusetts found that at the time of the survey about one-third thought it likely they would leave their position as a DSP and one in six were actively seeking a new position.\textsuperscript{76} Similarly, home health care agencies hire on average eighteen new aides every three months, but they lose an average of fifteen home care aides during the same period.\textsuperscript{77}

This leads to temporary/per diem hires who do not know the person with a disability or their family. By not knowing the clients, temporary/per diem hires are seen as more of just a body meant to fill an open space instead of a supportive and helpful worker. This, in turn, adds more work to full-time DSPs who must cover for the lack of knowledge of the temporary/per diem hire.

There are many adverse consequences of the high turnover rate. Without reliable staff to support these needs, people with disabilities experience markedly less independence and autonomy. The lack of committed, well-trained, and consistent staff, and empty shifts and high turnover rates lead to human rights violations, particularly an erosion of community-based programming, a right of people with disabilities under the ADA.

High rates of staff turnover are also extremely distressing for family members, who report to DLC the experience of frequently arriving at their loved one’s community residence only to meet unfamiliar new workers each charged with assistance in intimate personal care needs or complex medical issues.

Finally, high rates of staff turnover mean poor outcomes for providers and for taxpayers. The indicates that hiring and recruitment costs amount to as much as $5,000 for each new DSP who churns into and out of the system.\textsuperscript{78}

\textbf{Staff Ratio}

Massachusetts does not require a set staff ratio in IDD residential services. However, in the DDS contracts for residential reimbursements, DDS includes the number of full-time equivalent (FTE) employees expected for the agency to hold the contract. The FTE

\textsuperscript{75} Inst. Cmty. Integration and Nat’l All. of Direct Support Prof’ls, \textit{supra}.
\textsuperscript{76} Fogg et al., \textit{supra}, at 22. This data set included non-IDD DSPs, but it is reasonable to assume similar perspectives within the IDD workforce.
\textsuperscript{77} Gleason (2018), \textit{supra}.
requirements in each contract are based on the type of service provided, the number of clients served, and the needs of the clients served. As such, there is no set standard ratio in Massachusetts because it is dependent on the contracts between DDS and providers. Additionally, we know, unfortunately, that it is highly unlikely that FTE requirements as agreed to in previous contracts have been met during the COVID-19 pandemic.

Massachusetts does, however, have other general staffing requirements, such as who should be on staff during a particular shift. Massachusetts requires that provider agencies simply “have [a] multidisciplinary professional team to meet the nursing, oversight, and care management needs of residents” and have “sufficient staffing at all times to meet the scheduled and reasonably foreseeable unscheduled resident’s needs….” 79 Additionally, each group home is to have a program director, “who is a health care professional with a bachelor’s degree and a minimum of five years of professional health care experience working with elderly or disabled adults,” and a service plan coordinator. 80

With the current workforce crisis, even these overarching staffing requirements are often not met, leading to temporary/per diem hires who lack familiarity with and specific knowledge about each individual served. Understaffed IDD day and residential programs struggle to meet the needs of individuals with IDD through community-based programming. With fewer staff, the people served are less likely to have an abundance of community-based program options, which leads to forced interactions with the community, or no interaction at all. This does not meet our goal of seamless community integration.

---


80 Mollica et al., *supra*. 

---

**ABUSE AND NEGLECT EXAMPLE:**

An autistic resident with limited expressive abilities wandered off during the night and was found 8 miles from his group home the next morning. The resident had a history of eloping, and, because of this, there were alarm systems on all doors to notify staff if he was trying to leave the home. On the night of the incident, the alarms had been turned off and the DSPs failed to complete required bed checks, even though they signed a log stating they did. The resident was able to sneak out without anyone noticing. To this day, no one knows how long the resident was wandering the streets, but when he was found, he was wet, shivering, muddy, and disoriented. The resident sustained emotional injuries and, due to the nature of the harm, had a real possibility of sustaining life-threatening injuries.
Lack of Training

As previously mentioned, DSPs often lack the specialized training that is necessary for their full success as a support to a person with a disability. Unfortunately, it can be difficult for DSPs and service providers to offer training courses because of the following issues: "(1) reimbursement rates that cover little more than personnel costs, (2) the dispersal of DSPs across many work sites and the centralized location of training, (3) the widely varying hours worked by DSPs and the difficulty of finding convenient times for training, and (4) the high rate of DSP position vacancies, making it difficult to cover work shifts while DSPs attend training."81

In Massachusetts, DSPs are required to have a high school diploma and specialized training due to the varied care needs of clientele.82 Plus, home health aides who work for agencies that receive reimbursement from Medicare and Medicaid funds must have a certification that requires 75 hours of training.83 However, it is important to note that many workers in the home health field work in job titles that do not require the certification.84 DSPs reported that nearly 27% of new hires during the COVID-19 pandemic did not even receive the typical orientation and preservice training.85 However, 66% of those respondents indicated that health and safety training was offered after the start of the pandemic.86

Abuse and Neglect Example:

During a monitoring visit, DLC staff noticed two non-verbal residents without any Augmented and Alternative Communication (AAC) devices. DLC staff asked if either resident had ever been evaluated to use AAC or Assistive Technology (AT). DLC learned that both residents were supposed to always have communication books on their person, but the books were locked in an office on another floor. Additionally, one of the residents had been previously evaluated to use AT, but the group home didn’t follow up on this. The group home was essentially silencing two residents by failing to understand their communication needs and invest time to ensure the residents could communicate effectively.

All DSPs, no matter their title, should receive specialized training, which should center around how best to serve people with disabilities and promote their independence. Essentially, DSPs should learn how to help a person with a disability make informed decisions, live as independently as possible, and meaningfully participate in their

81 President’s Committee for People with Intellectual Disabilities, supra, at 17.
82 Sarkissian et al., supra, at 8.
83 Fogg et al., supra, at 14.
84 Id.
85 Id.
86 Id.
community. DSPs could foster these important qualities of independence through providing opportunities for people with disabilities to be gainfully employed and/or participate in volunteer activities, to learn about personal hygiene, to learn how to cook for themselves, and how best to manage their money.

**Section III: LACK OF SUFFICIENT OVERSIGHT BY THE DEPARTMENT OF DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES**

Under Massachusetts law, the Department of Developmental Services (DDS) has the authority to issue licenses “to any private, county or municipal facility or department or ward of any such facility which offers to the public residential and day care services and is represented as providing treatment of persons with an intellectual disability.”

The licensure process is meant to give the providers legal authorization to provide services and supports to individuals with disabilities in Massachusetts. DDS requires the providers to meet threshold requirements to serve adults with IDDs. These threshold requirements, which DDS defines as “essential safeguards,” are areas related to:

- personal safety
- environmental safety
- communication
- health
- rights
- a competent and skilled workforce
- goal development, skill acquisition and implementation of Individual Support Plans (ISPs).

---

87 M. G. L. c. 19B, §15(a).
The certification process, however, reviews each provider’s supports and sets “standards for specific services that promote quality and responsiveness and when implemented are predictive of positive outcomes in the lives of individuals.” 89 DDS describes the certification indicators as being “tied to the intended outcomes of the specific service model and a focus for continual quality improvement of the provider.” 90

Group homes are reviewed every two years either by DDS or through the self-assessment process. A self-assessment process is offered for both the licensure and certification process for providers with a full two-year license on alternate survey cycles. 91 Allowing group homes to be certified through a self-assessment process means DDS is entrusting a group home to evaluate its own effectiveness in serving people with disabilities in order to be recertified. In the instance of a self-assessment, DDS would only review any licensure or certification indicators that were not met (although they do claim to still evaluate all critical licensure indicators). 92

Additionally, DDS regulations consider national accreditation processes as equivalent to the Department’s certification review process. This is another group of providers who are not assessed by DDS, but instead presumed to follow Massachusetts certification requirements.

This hands-off approach to licensure and certification is extremely concerning, particularly in light of systemic issues with the DSP workforce. No matter what measures are required through a self-assessment, DDS should be visiting and evaluating every group home to ensure they are meeting the required standards of care for people with disabilities in Massachusetts. Without directly visiting and evaluating a group home, DDS has no way to fully know if a group home is meeting its licensure or certification indicators.

Once everything is reviewed, the provider receives a level of licensure and a level of certification. The levels of licensure are:

- Two-Year License – “standard met” for at least 80% of the licensure indicators and a rating of “standard met” for all 8 critical indicators.
- Two-Year License with Mid Cycle Review – “standard met” for 60-79% of the licensure indicators and a “standard met” for the 8 critical indicators.
- Deferred License – applies when one or more of the 8 critical indicators receive a “standard not met.” In this situation, a provider is given the opportunity to make corrections within 60 days. If corrected, the provider receives a Two-Year License with a Mid Cycle Review. If not corrected, a recommendation for non-licensure is made.

89 Id.
90 Id.
91 Id. at 24.
92 Id.
• Recommendation for Non-Licensure – “standard met” for 59% or less of the licensure indicators. Operations can accept this recommendation or develop and implement a 60-day work plan. The results of this plan are subject to follow up by licensure and certification staff within 60 days.93

The levels of certification are:

• Certified – “standard met” for at least 80% of the certification indicators.
• Certified with a Mid-cycle Progress Report – “standard met” for 60-79% of the certification indicators.94

Providers do not immediately lose accreditation if they fall below the 80% threshold because DDS treats certifications like an audit, which allows for the provider to take action to improve the services and for DDS to monitor the provider for improvement.95 Any provider who requires a progress report must submit that progress report one year from receiving a “certified with a progress report” certification.

To determine which providers are “audited” by DDS, DDS uses a standard formula that “takes into account the number of people served by the agency within each service type, difference between service types, the number of sites, and the number of DDS administrative regions in which the agency has a significant number of sites.”96

However, DLC has investigated or monitored multiple group homes across the state within varying provider agencies. Through these reviews, DLC has noted that individual group homes can vary significantly in their level of care, even if they fall under the same provider agency. By not reviewing every group home, DDS is failing to identify areas where a provider may not be meeting the necessary standards of care. As DLC has seen, one group home is not an indicator, good or bad, of a provider agency. Instead, these group homes should be taken together to evaluate effectiveness of the provider in serving people with disabilities.

In summary, DDS reviews provider agencies every two years and, in that time, does not visit every group home under the provider agency to ensure compliance with DDS regulations or the safety of people with disabilities. This is a lack of oversight on DDS’s part. DDS should be able to confirm, through its internal evaluations, that each group home is appropriately serving people with disabilities, but that is not required in any way by the current licensure and certification system.

DLC has seen frequent instances of abuse and neglect that stemmed from a lack of oversight. When no one is around to monitor bad actors or correct bad habits, group homes become unsafe for the people living there. Some long-term incidents of abuse and neglect were taking place for years before reports were made to DLC, meaning that

93 Id. at 19.
94 Id.
95 Id. at 9.
96 Id. at 12.
DDS should have noticed the violations during their licensure and certification reviews, but did not.

During the pandemic, DDS service coordinators went completely remote and are still only on a hybrid work model, further impairing the effectiveness of DDS oversight. DDS service coordinators are responsible for monitoring the safety and well-being of their assigned individuals; providing advocacy in human, civil, and legal rights to those individuals; and monitoring the implementation of services provided by the DDS-funded providers. Working remotely impacts a service coordinator’s ability to complete their responsibilities, especially for people who need to be evaluated and supported through in-person monitoring, including individuals with more significant disabilities who cannot utilize a phone or computer for communication. Moreover, all people with disabilities in group homes would benefit from a more hands-on approach from DDS service coordinators that included in-person monitoring visits to ensure the well-being of their assigned individuals.

**ABUSE AND NEGLECT EXAMPLE:**

United Arc was recommended for de-licensure this summer by DDS. The homes, however, were “. . . in good repair and blended naturally into their surrounding neighborhoods” highlighting the need for direct oversight to ensure outer appearances don’t mislead DDS employees. The report on United Arc found they failed to: screen for minimum job qualifications; track trainings for staff; provide for the physical, chronic, and preventative health needs of residents; follow protocols of behavior plans, medication treatment plans, and environmental restrictions; train on recognizing signs of illness or administering medication. The report indicates a lack of supervision and oversight of staff leading to multiple human rights violations for the people with disabilities in United Arc’s care.

**Massachusetts Nurses Association Letter**

On September 21, 2021, several employees from the DDS wrote a letter to Jane Ryder, the DDS Commissioner, imploring her to intervene in the patient-care crisis that is taking place at many DDS run group homes.\(^{97}\) The group homes in question house citizens with multiple disabilities, most of whom are non-verbal.\(^ {98}\) Essentially, these people with disabilities require “around-the-clock care from highly specialized nurses and healthcare professionals.”\(^ {99}\) The staff identified multiple problems, including:


\(^{98}\) Id.

\(^{99}\) Id.
• Significant increases in DDS clients being sent to the ER; patient falls; and medication errors.
• Medication errors have doubled since the staffing crisis began in April of 2021.
• There have been 126 documented ED visits by group-home clients through mid-September of this year versus a total of 145 in all of 2020.
• Volunteer staff taking open shifts are often not appropriately trained, potentially putting clients' health and safety at risk.
• The credentials of volunteers filling open shifts are generally unknown to supervising nurses and clinicians.
• Having staff untrained in MAP (the state's Medication Administration Program) violates DDS's policies, but it occurs regularly with volunteer staff and staff who are floated to other homes/facilities without nursing notification.
• When there are no volunteers to cover a vacant shift, DDS management "mandates" staff to work overtime, which means staff members are forced to stay beyond their scheduled shift, often without warning or the opportunity to plan accordingly.
• One MNA leader inside DDS recently commented that a colleague was mandated to work for 48 hours. Mandated overtime can, and often does, result in errors because affected staff are not rested and alert enough to deliver the best care possible.¹⁰⁰

This letter illustrates that the incidents of abuse and neglect that DLC has seen are not simply because of “bad actors” or “bad employees.” Instead, most of these problems stem from structural issues, including lack of pay, high turnover, scheduling challenges, lack of adequate benefits, and a lack of training. These systemic problems cannot simply be fixed with a higher paid workforce, although higher wages are necessary. DDS must offer to provide stronger support and oversight of providers and their DSPs working with people with IDDs. Without DDS’ active involvement in changing the current systems, the workforce crisis will continue to lead to people with disabilities experiencing abuse and neglect and human rights violations.

Section IV: IMPACT ON FAMILIES

The problems with the DSP workforce have increased responsibilities for family caregivers. Without safe, inclusive, and reliable day and residential programs, many people with disabilities continue to live and depend on their aging caregivers. Unfortunately, as these caregivers age, many of their adult family members with disabilities may face housing instability or homelessness.¹⁰¹ While it is crucial that people with disabilities have access to safe, affordable housing, it remains out of reach

¹⁰⁰ Id.
for millions of people with disabilities and their families.\textsuperscript{102} The instability of housing for people with disabilities combined with aging families who cannot care for their loved ones can force people with disabilities into congregate or institutional settings that undermine their independence.\textsuperscript{103}

In 2012, the Consortium for Citizens with Disabilities (CCD) and the Technical Assistance Collaborative (TAC) did a joint study focused on housing for people with disabilities. CCD and TAC found that “as many as two million non-elderly people with disabilities reside in homeless shelters, public institutions, nursing homes, unsafe and overcrowded board and care homes, at home with aging parents or segregated group quarters—often due to lack of affordable housing in the community.”\textsuperscript{104} Clearly, this problem goes beyond the issues within the DSP workforce; however, it is a qualifying factor in why families may feel like they cannot depend on the system and must keep their family member home, even when it isn’t feasible to do so.

DSPs in IDD day and residential settings that fail to focus on community integration for people with disabilities, put the burden of community integration on family members. This may include helping their loved one find work, participate in activities, or volunteer. The high turnover rate of DSPs also frustrates families who are never fully aware of who is working with their loved one. The turnover rate causes mistrust in family members and disassociates them from the care and inclusion of their loved one.

We’ve been told by numerous family members that they “don’t know what they do all day,” referring to their loved one in a day or residential setting. Families may choose to keep their loved one at home with them; however, without adequate support, this is a daunting task. Families are not fully prepared to care for an adult, who needs supports for community integration and, potentially, for their disability as well, especially if they are working and trying to live their own independent lives. Therefore, it is important to have a reliable, stable, and trained workforce who can support people with disabilities wherever they find themselves living.

Section V: BEST PRACTICES AROUND THE NATION

Massachusetts has a 35.2\% turnover rate,\textsuperscript{105} which, comparatively speaking, is lower than many rates in many states and is supported by the second highest average wage level for DSPs in the nation, $15.34/hour.\textsuperscript{106} However, this says more about DSP


\textsuperscript{103} Id.

\textsuperscript{104} Mary O’Byrne et al., Tough Choices: People with Disabilities Face Housing Crisis, Special Needs Alliance (SNA), available at https://www.specialneedsalliance.org/blog/tough-choices-people-with-disabilities-face-housing-crisis/.

\textsuperscript{105} Id. at 18.

staffing being a national problem than it does about services for people with IDDs in the Commonwealth. With over one-third of staff turning over, a more favorable turnover rate does not translate to positive outcomes for people with disabilities. Additionally, just because Massachusetts has the second highest wage level, it doesn’t mean that wages are adequate to support DSPs and, in turn, the disability community. The more important variable is how these wages compare to local costs of living.

DLC has found that best practices have come from individual agencies that utilize different approaches to the workforce crisis. For example, Able South Carolina has created “an innovative marketing campaign for recruitment that offers a fresh perspective on the DSP role paired with disabilities rights training for new and current DSPs.”\textsuperscript{107} It is the hope of Able South Carolina to foster DSPs as allies and advocates, which will inspire the DSPs, help them find value in their work and encourage them to stay in the field.

Another agency, RCM of Washington, has focused extensively on advocacy for people with disabilities through their “DSP Academy.” The DSP Academy is a customized vocational training program for future DSPs in Washington, D.C. This program focuses on disability rights, how to plan activities, how to navigate public transportation, relationship building, and other health and wellness projects. This program is one of a kind because it is tailored to helping people with disabilities become DSPs. Essentially, “the customized vocational training program would certify people with ID/DD to work as DSP by using classroom and on-the-job training to complete state DSP training requirements.”\textsuperscript{108} RCM hopes that they can revolutionize the labor market by training people with disabilities to become DSPs.

These programs demonstrate that we need new and innovative approaches to address the workforce crisis. Unfortunately, even though Massachusetts is seen as doing better than most states, we still have a significant workforce crisis. What Massachusetts has been doing isn’t working for the DSPs nor the people with disabilities. It is time we rethink, reenergize, retrain, and reinvest in the DSP workforce.

Section VI: RECOMMENDATIONS

It is important that Massachusetts tackles DSP workforce issues head-on now to ensure that people with disabilities can live, work, and contribute to their communities, as intended through multiple previously mentioned federal laws and regulations. By addressing some of these longstanding issues within the DSP workforce, DLC hopes that instances of abuse and neglect against people with disabilities in group homes will significantly decrease, creating a better quality of life for those individuals.

\textsuperscript{108} Id.
According to a recent survey done by ANCOR, 58% of providers surveyed are discontinuing programs, 77% aren’t taking new referrals, 84% are delaying new program offerings, and 81% are struggling to achieve quality standards.109 ANCOR says, “[t]his is the first time since the deinstitutionalization movement that we are actually going backwards.”110 ANCOR directly cites to insufficient staffing as the root of most of the problems. Essentially, we have no time to waste in addressing this clear and persistent threat to our community models of care for people with disabilities. There is a real fear that people are going to be forced back into institutional and segregated settings. We cannot let this happen and so, DLC makes the following recommendations:

**Recommendation I: The Executive Office of Health and Human Services needs to take immediate action to raise DSP wage rates.**

DSP wage rates must increase in the Governor’s next budget to provide an entry level wage that is consistent with the living wage in the applicable region of the state. Wages need to be indexed to the cost of living and regularly revisited to keep pace both with increases in the state minimum wage and increases in the human services and health care sectors of the state economy. Wages for experienced staff need to be similarly increased with an expansion in the steps available for experienced DSPs. This will help prevent wage compression and promote retention.

In negotiating the increase to wage rates, EOHHS needs to be open and transparent. It is sometimes unclear what reasoning or data EOHHS uses for their recommended rates relating to wages and fringe benefits. Providers, advocates, and other interested parties need to know the rationale behind the recommended rates. Instead, rates are often buried in hard to read documents without a clear indication of where the rationale can be found. Additionally, it is crucial that we are able to measure DSP wages to comparable work to ensure that DSPs are being paid at a proportionate rate.

Massachusetts is receiving approximately $8.7 billion from the federal American Rescue Plan Act (ARPA). EOHHS has already started using the enhanced federal funding to strengthen certain Medicaid home and community-based HCBS and behavioral health services. We acknowledge and appreciate the commitment of EOHHS to support the HCBS workforce in this manner. The three-phase implementation of initiatives started with approximately $100 million of the funding to immediate across-the-board payment enhancements to strengthen and stabilize the HCBS workforce. Given that ARPA funds are time limited, the Commonwealth will also need robust strategies for stabilizing and strengthening the IDD workforce over the long term. One-time payments will not sustain a workforce in crisis.

---
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**Recommendation II:** The Executive Office of Health and Human Services needs to reevaluate their rate-setting system for IDD day and residential services and include accountability mechanisms.

Presently, Chapter 257 sets rates and model budgets that include various rates of pay for DSPs. First, the current wage rates do not consider what a living wage in Massachusetts really is, but instead just what providers pay. It is crucial, for the DSP workforce to thrive, that individuals are paid a living wage. Second, Chapter 257 rates are reviewed every other year, but with the constant cost of living increase, this should be done on a yearly basis. These changes will allow providers to pay DSPs a fair wage, increasing recruitment and retention of staff.

Finally, there is no accountability in place to ensure that these increases in rates are making it down to DSPs. Some agencies don’t even pay DSPs the rate set in Chapter 257, but the state takes a hands-off approach in monitoring whether that money goes to DSPs or not. It is important that EOHHS makes sure that providers are paying DSPs their average rate and not spending it on increasing the salaries of upper management. According to SEIU, the CEO pay rates increase at a higher rate than for DSPs, and SEIU has raised these issues for years.

**Recommendation III:** The Executive Office of Health and Human Services and all private providers should require that all DSPs be trained in the difference between caretaking duties and helping people with disabilities live integrated lives involving social, emotional, vocational, and recreational skills.

The lack of community-based programming in day and residential settings is due, in part, to a lack of understanding from DSPs on what community integration is. We’ve also seen provider agencies who do not promote the importance of community integration. As such, it is crucial that all DSPs receive direct training on what it means to help a person with a disability integrate into the community. Examples of community integration include meaningful paid or volunteer work, engaging in fulfilling day activities, pursuing integrated social and recreational opportunities, and developing close family and personal relationships. The training should be standardized by EOHHS to ensure consistency in the quality and information of the training.

**Recommendation IV:** The Executive Office of Health and Human Services should require all provider agencies to create a uniform database to evaluate community integration within group homes and hold agencies who do not engage in community integration accountable.

As previously discussed, we’ve seen a severe lack of appropriate community-based programming in day and residential settings. There is no standard protocol for providers
to use tracking community integration for the people served. We believe having a uniform system would allow EOHHS, the Department of Developmental Disabilities, providers, and families to monitor community integration and evaluate if it is meeting the needs of those served. This would also allow EOHHS, DDS, and providers to track and address human rights violations. Software is currently available to allow both agencies and providers to track community integration opportunities remotely from central office locations. This would improve the lives of people with IDDs in both day and residential settings.

**Recommendation V: The Executive Office of Health and Human Services and the Department of Developmental Services should strengthen licensing oversight of staffing of programs operated by private providers and related problems from inadequate staffing—abuse and neglect, violations of human rights and a lack of meaningful integration in the community.**

In order for a provider to be recertified and relicensed, they must score “standard met” for at least 80% of all the indicators. However, it is unclear how this percentage is impacted if a provider scores extremely low on one indicator, for example staffing, but scores well on the rest of indicators. There are 92 licensure indicators and 8 critical indicators, all 8 of which must get a score of “standard met” for a licensure renewal. There are 54 certification indicators. Although thorough, the current set up, because of its breadth, dilutes the importance of individual scores. DLC is concerned that, due to the number of indicators for licensure and certification, providers can score below 80% on some of the indicators and still receive a licensure or certification renewal. Again, we understand and appreciate the breadth of indicators, but are concerned that the number of indicators may lead to a lack of precision in responding to the quality, or level of success, of a particular provider.

As discussed above, DDS oversight of providers does not always include onsite review of programs. It is important that DDS licensing staff provide in-person oversight to group homes and eliminate self-assessment options for providers. These in-person visits should not be limited to just licensing and certification years. Service coordinators should also visit group homes frequently, monitor their interaction with people with disabilities and evaluate the services they provide. Unfortunately, due to the COVID-19 pandemic, service coordinators have often been working remotely and visiting group homes in-person less frequently. DLC urges DDS to require service coordinators to resume in-person group home visits as soon as possible at the same or greater rate than before the COVID pandemic.
**Recommendation VI:** The Executive Office of Health and Human Services should work more closely with community colleges in Massachusetts to provide certification courses and promote professionalization for DSPs.

The Association of Developmental Disabilities Providers (ADDP) has been focused on professionalizing the DSP workforce. As such, they have started a relationship with University of Massachusetts Lowell to offer discounted rates on classes for people who want to go back to school. This program started as an applied behavioral analysis (ABA) certification program but is now transitioning into a broad certificate program for DSPs.

EOHHS should work with state colleges to create a certificate program for DSPs. This certificate could include training in community integration and other specialized skills that a DSP needs besides their caregiving skills. It is important for this certificate program to lead to increased pay rates, career ladders, and pathways for DSPs to advance their responsibilities and stay in the field. This would not only help with retention rates, but with the abuse and neglect, and human rights violations we consistently observe in day and residential settings, as discussed above.

**Recommendation VII:** The Commonwealth should require that the Executive Office of Health and Human Services participate in National Core Indicators Staff Stability Surveys to provide metrics against which our performance may be measured.

As we continue to study the impact of the DSP workforce on people with disabilities, it is imperative that EOHHS participates in National Core Indicator (NCI) surveys every year. This is our best tool for measuring how impactful the other recommendations are.

The NCI Survey started in 2015 and Massachusetts has only participated in the 2018 survey. Some of the questions the survey asks providers are:

- What is the number of DSPs on staff and payroll?
- Basic Demographic information.
- What are the starting and average wages for DSPs?
- What was the tenure of the DSPs who left prior to years end?
- How often are bonuses given, to whom, and what amount?
- What benefits does the provider offer?
- How many part-time versus full-time DSPs are on staff?

The survey data is crucial in assessing what the staffing crisis is and how to work on ways to mitigate it. In 2018, there were 83 provider agency responses to the survey, which was a 44% response rate. The NCI Survey is voluntary in Massachusetts, but
other states require providers to respond. In Oregon, for example, providers are fined if they don’t participate in the survey per state statute. Other states who require participation have enforced participation through licensure. Massachusetts should require providers to respond yearly to the NCI survey. This data will only help DDS and EOHHS in handling the workforce crisis.

Section VII: CONCLUSION

As one prominent researcher noted, DSPs are the backbone of long-term services and supports. But as all too often is the case, those charged with the most important and difficult work are paid and supported the least. The efforts of the Commonwealth to increase wages under Chapter 257 deserve acknowledgement, but in the absence of adequate measures to keep pace with changes in the economy, we have once again slid into a full-fledged workforce crisis. Indeed, some commentators have noted that “crisis” is likely the wrong term for what has over decades become a permanent feature in this rough terrain. Our persistent failure to fund wage and staffing increases for DSPs reflects our fiscal and moral failure to recognize fully the dignity of the lives of people with intellectual and developmental disabilities. As one Boston Globe columnist aptly put it, “The workforce ‘crisis’ is, at heart, a ‘worker value crisis.’”

People with disabilities, their families, the workers, and organizations that serve them, and the Commonwealth’s taxpayers all deserve more. Providing higher wages and greater professionalization, along with more supervision, oversight, and accountability will yield greater efficiency, higher quality services, and more value for taxpayer dollars, with less risk of abuse and neglect. And it will give people with intellectual and developmental disabilities and their families what all people want: safety, security and support in their homes, and opportunities to experience fulfilling work or volunteer positions, and integrated social and recreational opportunities in their communities.
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